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What is the content/skills divide in MFL?

● “language as instrument” vs. “language as discipline” (Lodge 2000)

● Álvarez et al. (2018): language provision in HE split between
a) University Wide Language Provision – language as instrument
b) Language departments – language as discipline

● Common view is that literature predominates in language degrees 
(Coleman 2004, Phipps 2007 Gallagher-Brett & Canning 2011)

● But actually there are different kinds of language degrees in UK.
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University language degrees 

● Our survey of 53 UK HEI providers of language degrees* reveals split between:

1) ‘Instrument’ focused - including translation/interpreting/subtitling (e.g., Essex)
2) ’Discipline’ focused - literature, film, culture, linguistics, history, and/or politics 

(e.g., UCL)

● Degrees of type (2) also have a skills strand, but:

○ Teaching of skills and content is separated (as revealed by module structure 
and sometimes module tutors).

○ Students can excel at one strand and not the other (Blumfit et al 2005: 158).

*based on the list in Álvarez et al. (2018)
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So where is linguistics in all of this?

● Linguistics is not the primary focus of MFL degrees at any UK HEI.

● In joint degrees like ‘French and linguistics’, linguistics modules are often 
generic and delivered by a different department (e.g., Lancaster)

● But, 27/53 UK HEI providers offering language degrees (around half), offer 
at least one linguistics module in at least one of their language degrees.

● At some universities, students are introduced to linguistics obligatorily (e.g., 
Cambridge).

● So linguistics is beginning to be included in the discipline of MFL in HE, but 
there is room for greater integration. 
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MFL in schools: GCSE

● The new GCSE retains a strong skills focus, coupled with intercultural 
awareness:

○ “[…] [S]tudents should develop their ability and ambition to 
communicate with native speakers in speech and writing. The study of 
a modern foreign language at GCSE should also broaden students’ 
horizons and encourage them to step beyond familiar cultural 
boundaries and develop new ways of seeing the world.” (DfE 2014) 

● Grammar content to be covered is listed as an appendix, and 
assessed through the four skills.

● Mark schemes also focus on skills not content.
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The new MFL A-level subject content

● New MFL A-level described as “an integrated study with a focus on 

language and culture and society” (DfE 2015: 4). 

○ Students will “enhance their linguistic skills and promote and develop their 
capacity for critical thinking on the basis of their knowledge and 
understanding of the language, culture and society of the country or 
countries where the language is spoken.” (DfE 2015: 3).

● New A level includes both “language as instrument” and “language as 

discipline”

● Critical thinking applied to “language, culture and society”.
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A-level topics

● “social issues and trends”, “political and/or intellectual and/or artistic culture” and 
film and/or literary texts (DfE 2015:3-4).

● Linguistic topics suggested for independent research project (ALCAB 2014):
○ Diversity of the Spanish language
○ Minority languages in Iberia
○ German languages?

● But, virtually no language-related topics, even within social issues and trends 
in AQA’s specifications (the one exception is las lenguas ‘languages’, a Spanish 
artistic/cultural topic) (AQA 2017a, b, c). 
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A place for linguistics?

● At present, analytic/critical skills are directed towards cultural/literary content but 
not language (and particularly not language structure). 

○ Grammar teaching is often prescriptive, rather than reflective.
○ Students do not have a critical understanding of standard language 

ideology and its politics/history.
○ Variation is not explicitly taught, despite its societal relevance.
○ Students learn little or nothing about the history of the language.
○ Students are not generally trained in IPA, an essential skill for self-study.

● Moreover, linguistics helps develop meta-linguistic awareness, essential to the 
development of language skills (see Anon 2016). 
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Other reasons to include linguistics

● Linguistics straddles the science/humanities divide and so is likely to appeal 
to different kinds of students.

● It can also teach different kinds of analytical skills, notably hypothesis 
generation and testing.

● An understanding of sociolinguistic variation is essential for flexible 
communicative competence.

● One of the stated aims of the new A level is to “foster [students’] ability to 
learn other languages” (DfE 2015). Linguistics provides tools for this. 
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Linguistics in MFL project (http://www.linguisticsinmfl.co.uk) 
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Linguistics in MFL project (http://www.linguisticsinmfl.co.uk) 

● Joint venture between five UK HEIs and many UK secondary school 
teachers (French, Spanish, German) and their pupils. 
○ Introduces A-level students to linguistics.
○ Measures attitudes of teachers and pupils and feasibility
○ Does not measure effect on skills.
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Who decides what is taught at A level?

External 
advisors 

Department 
for 

Education
Exam 
boards Publishers Teachers

● Project objectives: 
● Make the case for linguistic topics as ‘content’ at A-level; 
● Encourage exam boards to add linguistic topics to specifications;
● Encourage publishers to incorporate them into textbooks;
● Encourage and help prepare teachers to teach linguistic topics.
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Overview of the project so far

● 2017-2018 - initial pilot
○ Appealing and accessible topics for teachers/pupils?
○ Effects on attitudes to language/linguistics?
○ Effects on confidence levels with speaking/writing?

○ 17 teachers from 16 schools delivered lessons and completed feedback

○ Pilot tests only feasibility of linguistics not its effect on language skills.
○ Unrealistic to assume that a mini-course will affect language skills. 
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The project: practical challenges
● Recruitment (mailing lists, social media, outreach events): easier to 

recruit independent schools (only 7 teachers out of 17 from state 
schools)

● Difficulty finding academic colleagues willing to contribute materials 
(because of other pressures on their time) 

● High drop-out rates among teachers (e.g. Spanish: 33 teachers initially 
agreed to take part, only 8 actually delivered lessons, we think)

● No feedback: many students / teachers delivered course but didn’t 
submit final feedback. 
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Mini-course outline

● Separate courses for French, Spanish and German

● 4 interactive lessons (50 minutes each)
○ Sounds
○ Structures
○ History
○ Variation

● Introduction to basic notions (e.g. IPA, inflectional/derivational morphology, word 
order, semantic change, dialect vs language, sociolinguistic variation and change…)

● Comparisons with English to raise meta-linguistic awareness
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Introductory slides: all languages
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The sounds of German
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The structures of French
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The History of Spanish
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Variation in Spanish 
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Students’ understanding of linguistics

● Important caveat: 233 students filled in initial questionnaire, only 46 filled 
in final questionnaire, so data are not directly comoarable.

● BEFORE: How would you describe linguistics to a friend?
○ 88.5% students gave an answer; 
○ 11.5% students responded with ‘I don’t know’

● AFTER: How would you describe linguistics to a friend?
○ All students attempted a definition
○ No students responded with ‘I don’t know’
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Students’ understanding of linguistics

BEFORE:  Other linguistic 
definitions (4.6%):

‘kinda like languages but also 
kinda not’
‘the efficiency of language’
‘the study of the workings, 
history, context, word theory and 
detailed grammar, as well as 
pronunciation and detailed 
phonetics’

AFTER:  Other linguistic definitions (26.2%):

‘the art of languages’
‘the way language is actually spoken between 
people’
‘Linguistics allows you to understand languages better from 
how they were formed, how they changed through time due 
to specific history and also how they change from 
geographical areas. Linguistics include the study of syntax, 
semantics, phonetics and phonology and makes you think 
more about your own language and the differences and 
similarities between other languages (from both the same 
language tree or others).’ 23



Students’ interest in linguistics

● BEFORE: I have read something about linguistics before
○ Only an average of 25% of students replies YES
○ Most popular source: Internet (Wikipedia, short definitions, articles, 

blogs, Oxplore)

● AFTER: having the taken the course, I intend to read some more about 
linguistics

○ An average of 59.2% students agreed (4-5)

● This was very encouraging, and shows the need for follow-up 
materials/guidance for pupils. 
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Students’ perception of language
Are there different varieties of French / Spanish / German? Can you 
give any examples? 

● BEFORE: most said yes but a few said no.
● But they fairly often named other languages such as Galician or 

Basque as varieties of Spanish and sometimes Dutch as a variety 
of German

● AFTER, nobody answered no to this question and many 
mentioned regional variation, but some still mentioned other 
languages such as Catalan, Galician
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Students’ perception of language

● Can a native French/Spanish/German speaker make a mistake when speaking 
French? Can you give an example? 

BEFORE AFTER
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Students’ perception of language

● Students have a highly prescriptive view of language and this was not altered by the mini course.

● Greater focus is needed in the future on this fundamental aspect of linguistics.

● Only 33% reported having a good understanding of the differences between prescriptive and 
descriptive approaches to language. 

● Dialectal variation discussed in courses was often offered as ‘mistakes’ in the final questionnaire.

● There is an obvious tension here, as A-level exams test the standard, but arguably as competent 
speakers of a language, we need a critical awareness of variation and standard language ideology.
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Students’ confidence

● Results from a five point scale from strongly agree (5) to strongly disagree (1). 

Table 6. Student confidence and attitudes
# Likert items Med μ σ
Q4 ‘Learning a bit about linguistics has helped me with my

language skills’
4 3.56 1.14

Q6 ‘I now understand better how the sounds of [language] differ
from the sounds of English’

4 3.85 0.84

Q7 ‘I feel more confident about my pronunciation in [language]’ 3 3.26 1.04
Q8 ‘I feel more confident about putting words together into a

sentence in [language]’
3 3.30 1.03

Q9 ‘I now know more about the history of [language]’ 4 3.44 1.29
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Students’ feedback: ‘what they liked’

• All four topics were mentioned:
○ History
○ Sounds
○ Variation
○ Structures
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Students’ feedback: ‘what they disliked’
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Least favourite topics

history
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structures

variation

other

blank

• Again, all four topics were mentioned:
○ Sounds
○ Structures
○ Variation
○ History

Many left this field blank, perhaps 
suggesting that they enjoyed the course!

○ So history was the clear favourite topic 
and sounds was more marmite-like.



Teachers’ feedback on lessons

● What went well:
○ Appropriate length of lesson (93.1% agreed, cf. 4-5)
○ The lesson was helpful for my students (92.3%)
○ Students seem interested and engaged (91.8%)
○ Appropriate level of difficulty (88.6%)
○ Appropriate amount of notes (83.8%)
○ I felt confident in teaching these materials (80%)

● Teachers added that lessons triggered discussion on further topics, 
debates, language comparisons, independent research

● Others noted that an improvement in pronunciation
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Other project activities
● Feedback event with participating teachers at QMUL (Sep 2018)
● Twitter presence @InMfl with 543 followers, mainly teachers
● Visit to All Party Parliamentary Group for ML (11 October 2018)
● Portuguese linguistics taster days (18 March 2019, June 2019).
● Second phase of pilot with more schools (May-June 2019) (still time to 

sign up!)
● One-day event on ’Opportunities for Linguistics in Modern Foreign 

Languages’ to take place at Anglia Ruskin in Cambridge (May 2019)
● Co-creation of linguistic materials for existing topics (Sep 2019 onwards)
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Thank you for listening

Contact us:

● http://www.linguisticsinmfl.co.uk
● admin@linguisticsinmfl.co.uk
● @inmfl

With thanks to all the teachers who have 
participated or have signed up to participate in the 
project!

Sign up here!
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1wUlDXEetCFdnq
_sd1NSoi5azR4BRCxs4At0Fjv1y9Xk/viewform?edit_
requested=true 34
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